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SUPPLEMENTARY REGULATIONS
2020 SM Vaakuna-Ralli Mikkeli
7th-8th February 2020
Finnish Rally Championship, Finnish Junior Rally Championship, Suomi Cup, NEAFP
Mikkelin Urheiluautoilijat ry
Mikkeli, Finland
1. PROGRAMME
21 Dec 2019
Publication of supplementary regulations, opening date for entries, a reconnaissance prohibition
starts.
27 Jan 2020
at 21.00
30 Jan 2020
06 Feb 2020
17.00
17.00–21.00
21.00
07 Feb 2020
6.00
6.00
7.00
10.00
10.00-18.00
18.30
17.00
19.15
19.30
19.47
20.35
21.30
23.00
23.00
08 Feb 2020
07.30
08.00
08.00
09.00
10.00
10.15
11.57
13.54
14.14
16.26
18.36

Closing date for entries.
List of accepted entries and Competitors’ Guide published on AKK’s KITI-service
and on the official website of the event at www.vaakunaralli.fi/kilpailijat.
Thursday
Rally Office opens, Service Park at MIKKELI KAMPUS, D-building. Patteristonkatu 3, 50130
Mikkeli.
Optional administrative checks and distribution of reconnaissance materials, Service Park
at MIKKELI KAMPUS, D-building. Patteristonkatu, 3 50130 Mikkeli. Only for classes 1-6.
Rally Office closes.
Friday
Rally Office opens at MIKKELI KAMPUS, D-building (Service Park). Patteristonkatu 3,
50130 Mikkeli.
Adminstrative checks and distribution of reconnaissance materials, MIKKELI KAMPUS, D-building
(Service Park). Patteristonkatu 3 50130 Mikkeli, classes 1-6.
Start of reconnaissance, classes 1-6.
Media Centre opens, MIKKELI KAMPUS, Service Park, D-building, Patteristonkatu 3, 50100
Mikkeli.
Safety Inspection, Raskone Oy, Insinöörinkatu 6, 50150 Mikkeli.
End of reconnaissance.
Start list for Leg 1 is published on the official electronic noticeboard on the official website of the
event at www.vaakunaralli.fi, the list will be updated every 30 mins.
Start of the competition (Leg 1), Mikkeli Trotting Track (Mikkelin ravirata), Raviradantie 22, 50100
Mikkeli.
First pair of competitors to start SS 1, Mikkeli Trotting Track.
Service 1, arrival of the 1st competitor, no penalty for an early arrival.
Overnight Parc Fermé, Mikkeli Toriparkki, no penalty for an early arrival.
Media Centre closes.
Start list for Leg 2 is published for classes 1-6 on the official electronic notice board at
www.vaakunaralli.fi/kilpailijat.
Rally Office closes.
Saturday
Rally Office opens, MIKKELI KAMPUS (Service Park) D-building.
Administrative checks and distribution of competition materials for classes 7-19 begins
at Rally Office, MIKKELI KAMPUS (Service Park) D-building, Patteristonkatu 3, 50100 Mikkeli.
Media Centre opens, MIKKELI KAMPUS, Service Park, D-building.
Safety inspection starts, classes 7-19, Akku-Ässä Oy, Yrittäjänkatu 30, 50130 Mikkeli.
Start of the competition, Mikkeli Market Square, Hallituskatu 3, 501000 Mikkeli.
Service 2, arrival of the 1st competitor.
Service 3, arrival of the 1st competitor.
Regroup of the competition, arrival of the 1st competitor.
Service 4, arrival of the 1st competitor.
Service 5, arrival of the 1st competitor.
Finish of the rally, no penalty for an early arrival, arrival of the 1st competitor.
Publication of the results (schedule to be given in Competitor’s Guide, which for that part is a part
of these supplementary regulations).
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20.00
20.00

Prize-giving ceremony, Sokos Hotel Vaakuna (schedule to be given in Competitor’s Guide, which
for that part is a part of these supplementary regulations).
Rally Office closes.
Media Centre closes.

2. OFFICIAL NOTICEBOARD
The official electronic notice board can be found at the official website of the event at www.vaakunaralli.fi/kilpailijat
and at the Rally Office.
RALLY OFFICE
Location
Address
Telephone
Email
Contact Person
Opening hours

MIKKELI KAMPUS (Service Park,
D-building)
Patteristonkatu 3, 50100 Mikkeli
+358 40 933 3751
+358 44 019 6630
sini.miettinen@vaakunaralli.fi
Sini Miettinen
Thu 6 Feb 2020 at 17.00-21.00
Fri 7 Feb 2020 at 6.00 - 23.00
Sat 8 Feb 2020 at 7.30 - 20.00

MEDIA CENTRE
Location
MIKKELI KAMPUS (Service Park, Dbuilding)
Address
Patteristonkatu 3, 50100 Mikkeli
Telephone
+358 405653946 / Anu
Email
Contact
Person
Opening
hours

anu.haapalainen@vaakunaralli.fi
Anu Haapalainen
Fri 7 Feb 2020 at 10.00 - 21.30
Sat 8 Feb 2020 at 8.00 – 20.00

3. ORGANISER
The SM Vaakuna-Ralli, driven on 7th-8th February, is organised by Mikkelin Urheiluautoilijat ry.
The event will be organised in compliance with the AKK Rally Regulations, the Finnish Rally Championship
regulations and these regulations of SM Vaakuna-Ralli, which has been approved by AKK-Motorsport ry with the
following authorization nro/R/20.

Stewards
Chairman
Stewards

Name
Timo Rintakoski
Marjut Haiko
Kari Kukkamäki

Town
Riihimäki
Rovaniemi
Heinola

Other Officials
AKK Safety Delegate
AKK Technical Delegate
Assistant to the AKK
Technical Delegate
AKK Technical
Delegate/FJRC
Chief Officials
Clerk of theCourse
Clerk of the Route
Chief Safety Officer
Event Secretary
Safety Officer

Name
Martti Päivinen
Jarmo Harju
Riikka Raatikainen

Rasivaara
Kotka
Vesanto

Harri Laine

Hyvinkää

Name
Tomi Jääskeläinen
Jari Jakonen
Kimmo Himanen
Sini Miettinen
Matti Jukarainen
Tuomo Halmeslahti
Anssi Vuori
Katri Reponen
Anu Haapalainen
Hannu Korkka
Miika Teiskonen

Telephone
+358 44 350 7000
+358 44 084 6635
+358 40 359 6741
+358 40 933 3751
+358 40 826 1938
+358 40 511 4117
+358 40 175 8975
+358 40 500 8988
+358 40 565 3946
+358 40 065 5737
+358 40 596 3930

Email
tomi.jaaskelainen@vaakunaralli.fi
jari.jakonen@vaakunaralli.fi
kimmo.himanen@essote.fi
sini.miettinen@vaakunaralli.fi
jukaraisenmasa@gmail.com
tuomo.halmeslahti@espl.fi
anselmi.vuori@gmail.com
katri.reponen@vaakunaralli.fi
anu.haapalainen@vaakunaralli.fi
hannukorkka@gmail.com
miika.teiskonen@fcda.fi

Tuomo Luodes

+358 50 023 9336

tuomo.luodes@phpoint.fi

Route Manager
Press Officer
Chief Scrutineer
Competitors’ Relations
Officer
Competitors’ Relations
Officer
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4. DESCRIPTION OF THE RALLY
The total length of the rally is 301,91 km which includes 9 special stages which total length is 111,55 km.
The total length of the rally for classes 7 - 12 is 218,62 km which includes 6 special stages which total length is
83,62km.
The total length of the rally for classes 13 - 19 is 290,16 km which includes 8 special stages which total length is
110,02 km.
If a person who is either a competitor or acting on behalf of a competitor is found on the roads outside the
reconnaissance schedule as per the competition’s regulations Art. 10 in classes 1-6, before the competitors’ start
time in the area of either Mikkeli or municipality of Hirvensalmi, the competitor’s right to start will be withdrawn.
This concerns roads of Finnish roadmap and roads marked in yellow, grey and black or unmarked roads used for
the competition.
The organizer of SM Vaakuna-Ralli has the right at any moment of the competition to check competitor's car and
any personal items carried in it (including phones and bags) to find any pace notes. The discovery of such
material leads to an exclusion from the competition.
4.1 Eligible rally cars
Tire regulations (Classes 1-5)
The competitor must give to the organiser a list of all the FIA barcode numbers of all the tires used in the rally.
The competitors have to use the Finnish Rally Championship’s barcode form and give it at the administrative
check during the Safety Inspection at their personal time given in the supplementary regulations. The form should
not be given in the Safety Inspection if it is hold before the reconnaissance ends.
The maximum number of tires allowed as per FRC regulations, Art. 16, is 8.
5. COMPETITION CLASSES
Finnis Rally Championship
classes, General
Class SM1: Super4

Class SM2: Tuotanto4
(Production4)

Class SM3: R2

Class SM4: V1600

Suomi Cup, General and
Juniors
Class 5: SC5

Class 6

Cars accepcted in class

Other restrictions

- R5-Super 2000 Rally
- FIN R 4WD (includes A, Super
2000 (with outdated homologations)
and WRC-2002 or earlier
homologated cars))
- N (2020 and older with an
international homologation)
- R4 (VR4K, homologated after
1.1.2018)
- FIN N 4WD (includes N- and R4homologated cars (VR4) with
national derogations also outdated
homologations)
- R1 and R2B (also internationally
outdated homologations)

Fuels allowed in the class
As per the national amendment of the
Appendix J’s Art. 252.9. of the Finnish
ASN’s “Autourheilun Sääntökirja”.

-V1600 (AKK, Attachment J, Art. VII)

- Group N max. 2000 cm3,
- FIA R3,
- FIN R max. 2550 cm3,
- F max. 3050 cm3
- WRC 2011 and later
- RGT
- N5 (RMC Motorsport / RFEA’s
homologation)

Fuels allowed in the class
As per the national amendment of the
Appendix J’s Art. 252.9. of the Finnish
ASN’s “Autourheilun Sääntökirja”.

Fuels allowed in the class
As per the national amendment of the
Appendix J’s Art. 252.9. of the Finnish
ASN’s “Autourheilun Sääntökirja”.
Fuels allowed in the class
As per the national amendment of the
Appendix J’s Art. 252.9. of the Finnish
ASN’s “Autourheilun Sääntökirja”.

Manufacturers can apply a permission
to use a WRC or another car which FIA
homologation process is still unfinished
in class 6. The Finnish ASN AKK can
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approve cars to the class by an
application. The applications must be
sent to the Rally Executive by latest
two (2) weeks before the closing of the
entries.
CLASSES WITHOUT
RECONNAISSANCE
FJRC CLASSES
Class 7 RSJM1
Class 8 RSJM2
Class 9 RSJM3

Class 10 RSJM4
Class 11 Nuorten SM
Class 12 Naisten Cup

General and Juniors
Class 13
Class 14
Class 15
Class 16
General
Class 17
Class 18
Juniors
Class 19

V 1600
- N, A and FIN-R max. 1400 cc
- R1 max. 1600 cc
-R2 max. 1600 cc (also
internationally outdated
homologations)
-Group F max. 1600 cc
-FIN-R max. 1600 cc
-N, A and FIN-R over 1600 cc
-Ryhmä F over 1600 ccR3 and R3T
V1600
Groups F, N, A, FIN-R, V1600- and
R-classes 2WD cars (also
internationally outdated
homologations), free cubic capacity
Historic, periods E-I, free cubic
capacity
Historic, periods J1 and J2, free
cubic capacity
Seniors 2WD (According to Finnish
ASN, Appendix J)
Seniors 4WD (According to Finnish
ASN, Appendix J)
2WD (According to Finnish ASN,
Appendix J)
4WD (According to Finnish ASN,
Appendix J)
4WD (According to Finnish ASN,
Appendix J)

5.1 The competition is an FIA/NEAFP event and also open to license holders of other countries’ ASNs.
6. ENTRIES
Anybody wishing to take part in SM Vaakuna-Ralli must submit their entry through KITI-service or ask the
Secretary of the Event sini.miettinen@vaakunaralli.fi to send alternative guidance.
The maximum number of entries allowed in the competition is 160 crews. A possible elimination will done from
the other classes than which include to FRC, FJRC or Suomi Cup. Elimination will be done by the order of the
entry applications sent.
If the number of entries in classes 13-19 is less than 3, the organiser may merge such class with another class.
6.1 The use of the personal details by the event organiser
When a competitor makes an entry to the competition, he/she will allow the event organiser to handle the
personal details and allow the use of specified personal details (such as name, club etc.) in the entry list, list of
results, competition’s communications etc.
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7. ENTRY FEES
All the drivers in classes SM1-SM4 with AKK Motorsport’s competitors license are justified to FRC points. The
registration fee of the Finnish Rally Championship can have been paid beforehand by 6th January 2020 till 19.00.
Drivers registered in advance pay their entry as per the first column.
Other drivers with an AKK license pay their entry fee as in second column.
Entry fees for the classes are:

CL1-CL4
CL5-CL6
CL7-CL12
CL13-CL16
CL18-CL18
CL19

Registered
in FRC

No registration to FRC
but has an AKK license

Other than AKK license

550€
450€

700€
500€
300€
250€
250€
250€

600€
500€
300€
250€
250€
250€

Entry form and entry fee must be received by the organiser no later than 27th January 2020 at 21.00.
The entry fee must be paid to the organiser’s bank account:
Mikkelin Urheiluautoilijat ry
IBAN: FI13 5271 0420 2156 43
BIC: OKOYFIHH
Driver’s competition license number should be used as the reference number of the payment.
8. SERVICE
There is one Service Park at the competition which is located at the MIKKELI KAMPUS (Patteristonkatu 3).
Organiser reserves a service space for every crew as defined in the Finnish Rally Championship and Finnish
Junior Rally Championship regulations. If there is a need of electricity, other special requests or should a joint
service space be needed, a detailed written request (with the dimensions of the area) must be sent to the
organiser by 27th January 2020 at 21.00 via email at huoltoparkki@vaakunaralli.fi. After that date, the organiser
will charge €150/crew of possible changes. Organiser reserves the right to reject requests.
There can be only one service vehicle per one rally car. The service vehicle will be marked when entering the
Service Park.
There must be a liquid-impermeable pad at the service area under the cars. There must be at least one 6 kg hand
fire extinguisher appropriate for extinguishing flammable fluids and an oil absorbent mat.
8.1 Penalty fees for violations in the Service Park:
1st violation 300€
2nd violation 800€
3rd violation exclusion from the event, decided by the Clerk of the Course
9. REFUELING
Refueling is only allowed at a petrol station shown by the organiser or at the marked refuel zone at the Service
Park according to the Finnish Rally Championship and Finnish Junior Rally Championship regulations 15.1.
When entering the rally, competitors must fill a form in KITI where they inform the organiser of the
type of fuel to be used (unleaded, petrol, E85 or FIA Appendix J) and the method of refueling (directly from the
pump at petrol stations or in organiser’s refuel area from own containers).
10. RECONNAISSANCE
The competitors can collect their reconnaissance materials from 6th February 2020 at 17.00 onwards. When
collecting the materials, a competitor must give the details of the reconnaissance car and telephone number to
the organiser.
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Identification stickers (2 pieces) for the reconnaissance must be placed on the reconnaissance vehicle as
follows: one to the top center of the windscreen and the other to the rear side window on the right-hand side.
Stickers must be visible during the whole reconnaissance time.
On special stages the speed limit is 80 km/h unless a lower limit is indicated by traffic signs or signs placed along
the route by the organiser.
The competitors must drive in a manner that does not endanger or disturb other traffic or people living near the
stages. Under no circumstances may crews drive the special stage in the opposite direction. Organiser will
control the traffic during the reconnaissance paying attention to the manner of driving as well as to the speeds
used. Police will also control the reconnaissance and will penalize competitors for violations according to the
Finnish Traffic Law.
GPS tracking devices are given at the distribution of reconnaissance materials. Devices must be used also all
the time during the reconnaissance. Competitors must have an USB power source in the car to be used
throughout the reconnaissance for the tracking device. The device must be kept activated during the
whole reconnaissance time. Competitors are allowed to drive the special stages only twice during the
reconnaissance. Organiser will monitor the count of the reconnaissance visits with the tracking device.
A competitor is obliged to move the GPS tracking device to the rally car after the reconnaissance following
instructions given by the organizer.
The stopping request of the officials with the organiser's badges must be followed, with the risk of denying the
right to start the competition. The detailed reconnaissance schedule is provided in the Competitor's Guide, which
is part of these rules.
The reconnaissance takes place on Friday 7th February 2020 from 07.00 to 18.00, except for the SS 1
reconnaissance takes place between 7.00-12.00.
10.1 Speed violation during the reconnaissance
For a speed violation during reconnaissance measured either by the organiser or by the police, the
Clerk of the Course may impose a penalty as follows:
1st violation: Warning
2nd violation: 90€ fine
3rd violation: 200€ fine
4th violation: Refusal of start
Fines must be paid at the Rally Office 30 minutes before one’s own start time. If the fine won’t be paid, the right to
start the competition will be withdrawn.
10.2 Speed violation during the competition
For a speed violation on a liaison section or in the Service Park measured either by the organiser or by the police
with a speed tracking device, the Clerk of the Course may impose a penalty as follows:
1st violation: Written warning and 90€ fine. If the speeding violation is more than 30 km/h, the Clerk of the Course
may exclude the crew from the competition.
2nd violation: As defined by the Clerk of the Course but can be a maximum of 5€00 fine or an exclusion from the
competition.
11. COMPETITION NUMBERS AND ADVERTISING
In the competition numbers’ space reserved for the organizer are the advertisements of Osuuskauppa Suur-Savo
and KOME OY.
The windscreen advertisement and other advertisements as per the FRC and FJRC regulations.
12. START
12.1 Leg 1
The ideal starting times of the competitors will be announced as per the programme at the official electronic
notice board at www.vaakunaralli.fi/kilpailijat.
The time card for Leg 1 for competitors in classes 1-6 will be given at the start-TC (TC 1 or in Finnish AT1). The
start takes place at Mikkeli Trotting Track (Mikkelin ravirata) at 19.15 onwards. There will be no Parc Fermé at
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the start, but the organiser requests competitors to arrive at the start’s waiting area at least 10 min before their
start time.
First pair of competitors will start the SS 1 at 19.30. A competitor must have the organiser’s GPS tracking device
and timing transponder in the rally car. More information on the tracking and the timing transponder will be given
in Competitor’s Guide. Should a competitor not follow the competition’s route given in the road book, it may lead
to exclusion from the competition decided by the Clerk of the Course.
Crews who have retired from the rally during Leg 1 or have been refused to start the Leg 1 of the rally by the
Clerk of the Course, are allowed to repair the car (technical failure or as instructed by scrutineers) and restart the
rally on Leg 2. Such crew must inform the Rally office of their intention of continuing the rally in writing by Friday 7
February 2020 by 23.00 to the Secretary of the Event, Sini Miettinen, via email to the address
sini.miettinen@vaakunaralli.fi.
If the crew fails to complete special stage(s), their time for any special stage will be the fastest time in the
respective class added by 5 minutes per non-completed special stage. Should a crew retire from the rally after SS
1 but before the overnight Parc Fermé, a time penalty of 5 minutes will be added to their total time.
The rally car of a retired competitor who will continue the competition will be scrutineered in the Parc Fermé in
Mikkeli Toriparkki on Saturday 8th February 2020 one hour before the starting time of the first competitor. Only
cars that have passed the scrutineering will be eligible to restart the Leg 2 of the competition.
12.2 Time Controls (TC) with a free early arrival (in Finnish AT)
AT 1C AT 1D AT 1E Finish
12.3 Overnight halt - Parc Fermé
There will be a Parc Fermé for overnight halt located at the parking garage of Mikkeli Market Square (Mikkelin
Toriparkki). Before overnight halt there will be a 33-minute service in the Service Park for classes 1-6. On
Friday, free early arrival is allowed in all the Time Controls after AT 1B.
NB! Competitors must use tires in compliance with road traffic law when driving to the Parc Fermé (also
known as NORMAL TRAFFIC TIRES).
12.4 Leg 2
The starting order for Leg 2 is the same used on Leg 1. This also applies to crews retired from the rally during
Leg 1 and restarting the rally for Leg 2. There might be changes on the starting order for Leg 2 due to the
retirements. Every crew has to check the possible changes of the starting order on the updated list at the official
electronic notice board published on Saturday at 9.00.
Crews in classes 1-6 will receive their time cards for leg 2 at the start at Mikkeli Market Square Time Control point
AT 1F.
The crews start Leg 2 from the Mikkeli Market Square on Saturday 8th February 2020 at 10.00 in every 1 minute.
The Parc Fermé opens at 9.30. The competitors can collect their vehicles 30 min before their own starting time.
The competitors are advised to take note that the driving time to the Market Square is approx. 10 minutes. The
route from Parc Fermé to the start of the Leg 2 belongs to the Parc Fermé regulations and the route given in the
road book must be obeyed. There will be a 15 min service after the start.
Time cards for classes 7-19 will be given at the start TC (AT 1F) on Saturday 8th February 2020. The starting
times will be announced at the official electronic notice board www.vaakunaralli.fi/kilpailijat from 10.00 onwards.
The list will be updated every 30 minutes.
13. SUPER SPECIAL STAGE
At the Super Special Stage, SS1, two cars will start the stage at the same time. The start will happen in pairs from
tracks 1 and 2 in equal minutes after the marshal have moved to the side. More information will be in the
Competitor’s Guide which for this part forms a part of these supplementary regulations.
14. COMPETITOR MATERIAL
Competitors in classes 1-6 are given a road book, which gives detailed description of the route to be followed,
and two route maps, either on Thursday 6th February 2020 at 17.00-21.00 at the optional administrative checks
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or during administrative checks in the Rally Office at MIKKELI KAMPUS, Service Park, D-building, on Friday 7
February 2020 starting at 06.00.
Competitors in classes 7-19 are given a road book, which gives detailed description of the route to be followed,
and two route maps at the administrative checks at MIKKELI KAMPUS, Service Park, D-building, starting at 08.00
on Saturday 8th February 2020.
15. SERVICE AND REGROUP BREAKS
Classes 1-6 have 5 service breaks along the route and classes 7-19 have 4 service breaks. The regroup takes
place with service break 4.
16. SAFETY INSPECTION
The safety inspection takes place at Raskone Oy facilities at Insrinöörinkatu 6, 50100 Mikkeli, tel. +358 40 554
8601.
The safety inspection for classes 1-6 takes place on 7th February 2020 from 10.00 to 18.00.
Detailed schedule will be given when the Competitor’s Guide is published. Every competitor must book their own
inspection time as per the info in the Competitor’s Guide. NB! Competitors must use tires in compliance with
road traffic law (also known as normal traffic tires).
Safety inspection of classes 1-6 closes on Friday 10 minutes after the inspection time given for the last
competition number.
If a competitor wishes to change the inspection time after the booking system is closed the organiser will charge a
fee of 50€ for this. This fee is charged also for the cars which must be placed to schedule by the organiser if the
service time is not reserved by the competitor or if the competitor is late for the reserved inspection time.
The safety inspection for classes 7-19 takes place on Saturday 8th February 2020 at Akku-Ässä Oy facilities at
Yrittäjänkatu 30, 50130 MIKKELI, tel. +358 40 554 8601.
Detailed schedule will be given when the Competitor’s Guide is published. Every competitor must book their own
inspection time as per the info in the Competitor’s Guide. NB! Competitors must use tires in compliance with
road traffic law (also known as normal traffic tires).
Safety inspection of classes 7-19 closes on Friday 10 minutes after the inspection time given for the last
competition number.
Should a driver wish to make a protest against another competitor's car and its technical features, the driver must
call by phone to the number given by the organiser in the road book, before the arrival of the protested car to the
Time Control at the finish of the rally. After this, the car will be placed under scrutineers' control. The organiser
must verify the identity of the maker of the protest. All protests made against any car during the rally must be
verified in writing at the latest when the protest maker arrives to the final time control.
16.1 Sealing
The spare parts that will be registered and sealed to the competition will be inspected and, if necessary, sealed
on Friday 7th February 2020 during the safety inspection. Detailed instructions to be given in Competitor’s Guide,
which for this part form a part of supplementary regulations.
16.2 Changing sealed parts during the rally
The competitor must inform Chief Scrutineer Hannu Korkka, tel. +358400655737.
16.3 Technical inspection
The final scrutineering takes place at Etelä-Savon Auto Oy, Hietakatu 5, 50100 MIKKELI.
17. RESULTS
Provisional classifications per competition class will be published on the official electronic notice board online as
per schedule given in the Competitor´s Guide. Official classifications will be available at the KITI-system and at
www.vaakunaralli.fi/tulokset.
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18. PRIZES AND PRIZE-GIVING CEREMONY
The number of awarded competitors will be published on the Official Notice Board.
The prizes for both drivers in classes 1-6 and 13-19 will be given in Sokos Hotel Vaakuna.
The classes 7-12 of the Finnish Junior Rally Championship will be given at the Mikkeli Market Square when
crews arrive to the finish line.
Schedule for the ceremony will be given in the Competitor´s Guide. All crews to receive prizes must attend the
ceremony. Only the Clerk of the Course may grant a permission for a crew to not to attend the ceremony. The
amount of rewarded drivers will be announced at the official notice board.
WELCOME

